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the structure of atoms is a little like studying wind. Because
you cannot see air, you must use indirect evidence to tell the direction
of the wind. You might notice which way fallen leaves move as they are
pushed by the wind, and infer that the leaves and wind are moving in

Figure 1 Aristotle thought that
all substances were built up from
only four elements-earth, air,

fire, and water. These elements
were a combination of four
qualities-hot, cold, dry, and wet.
Fire was a combination of hot and
dry. Water was a combination of
cold and wet.

the same direction.
Atoms pose a similar problem because they are extremelv small.
Even with a microscope, scientists cannot see the structure of an atom.
In this chapter, you will find out how fohn Dalton, /. J. Thomson,
Ernest Rutherford, Niels Bohr, and other scientists used evidence from
experiments to develop models of atoms.

Ancient Greek Models of Atoms
If you cut a piece of aluminum foil in hall you have two smaller pieces
of the same shiny, flexible substance. You could cut the pieces again and
again. Can you keep dividing the aluminum into smaller pieces? Greek
philosophers debated a similar question about 2500 years ago.
The philosopher Democritus believed that all matter consisted of
extremely small particles that could not be divided. He called these
particles atoms from the Greek word atomos, which means "uncut" or
"indivisible." He thought there were different types of atoms with specific sets of properties. The atoms in liquids, for example, were round
and smooth, but the atoms in solids were rough and prickiy.
Aristotle did not think there was a limit to the number of times
matter could be divided. Figure 1 shows the model Aristotle used to
describe matter. For many centuries, most people accepted Aristotle's
views on the structure of matter. But by the 1800s, scientists had
enough data from experiments to support an atomic model of matter.
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Dalton's Atomic TheorY
fohn Dalton was born in England in I766.He was a teacher who spent
his spare time doing scientific experiments. Because of his interest in
predicting the weather, Dalton studied the behavior of gases in air.
Based on the way gases exert pressure, Dalton correctly concluded that
a gas consists of individual particles.

i

:l

EvidenCe fOr AtOmS Dalton gathered evidence for the existence
of atoms by measuring the masses of elements that combine when
compounds form. He noticed that all compounds have something in
common. No matter how large or small the sample, the ratio of the
masses of the elements in the compound is always the same' In other
words, compounds have a fixed composition.
For example, when magnesium burns, as shown in Figure 2, it
combines with oxygen. The product of this change is a white solid
called magnesium oxide.A 100-gram sample of magnesium combines
with 65.8 grams of oxygen. A lo-gram sample of magnesium combines with 6.58 grams of oxygen. The ratio of the mass of magnesium
to the mass of oxygen is constant in magnesium oxide.

2 Magnesium reacts with
oxygen to form the comPound
magnesium oxide. The ratio of
magnesium to oxygen, bY mass, in
magnesium oxide is alwaYs about
3 : 2. Observing What color is
magnesium oxide?
Figure

Dalton developed a theory to explain why the
elements in a compound always join in the same way. G Dalton proposed the theory that all matter is made up of individual particles
called atoms, which cannot be divided. The main points of Dalton's
theory are as follows.

DaltOn's TheOry

r All elements are composed of atoms.
r All atoms of the same element have the same mass, and atoms of

.

different elements have different masses'

Figure 3 Dalton made these
wooden spheres to rePresent the

Compounds contain atoms of more than one element'

atoms of different elements.

r In a particular compound,

atoms of different elements always

combine in the same way.

In the model of atoms based on Dalton's theory, the elements
are pictured as solid spheres like those in Figure 3. Each type of
atom is represented by a tiny, solid sphere with a different mass.
Recall that a theory must explain the data from many experiments. Because Dalton's atomic theory met that goal, the theory

became widely accepted. Over time, scientists found that not all
of Dalton's ideas about atoms were completely correct. But this did

not cause later scientists to discard the atomic theory. Instead, they
revised the theory to take into account new discoveries'
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Whot did Dalton notice that all compounds hove
in common?
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lnvestigating Charged Obiects
4.

Materials
transparent tape, metric ruler, scissors

5.

Procedure

1.

2.

3.

Cuttwo 1O-cm pieces of tape. Fold over 1 cm
of tape at one end of each piece of tape to
form a "handle."
Hold the pieces of tape by their folded ends
so that they are hanging straight down.
Then, without letting the pieces of tape touch,
slowly bring their sticky sides close together.
Record your observations.
Place one piece of tape on a clean surface

the sticky side facing down.

with

6.

Place the second piece, sticky side down,
directly over the first piece, as shown. Press

down firmly so the pieces stick together.
Remove the joined strips from the table.
Slowly peel the strips aPart.
Bring the separated strips close together
without touching. Record your observations'

Analyze and Conclude

1. Drawing

Conclusions What can you
conclude about the charges on the two
pieces of tape after they are separated?

2. lnferring

What other objects have you

observed that became charged?

Thomsoit's Model of the Atom
Figure 4 Amber is the hardened
form of a sticky, viscous liquid
that protects trees from insects
and disease. lf amber is rubbed
with wool, it becomes charged
and can attract a feather.
Predicting What will hapPen
to the feather if the amber loses
its charge?

When some materials are rubbed, they gain the ability to attract or
repel other materials. Glass and the amber in Figure 4 have this property. Based on their behavior, such materials are said to have either a
positive or a negative electric charge. Objects with like charges repel,
or push apart. Objects with opposite charges attract, or pull together.
Some charged particles can flow from one location to another. A flow
of charged particles is called an electric current. When you turn on an
appliance such as a hair dryer, a current flows from the wall socket
through the appliance. foseph John Thomson ( 1856-1940), better known
as I. I. Thomson, used an electric curfent to learn more about atoms.

ThOmSOn'S EXperimentS Thomson used a device like the one
shown in Figure 5A. At the center of the device is a sealed glass tube
from which most of the air has been removed. There is a metal disk at
each end of the tube. Wires connect the metal disks to a source of electric current. \A/hen the current is turned on' one disk becomes negatively
charged and the other disk becomes positively charged. A glowing
beam appears in the space between the disks.
Thomson hypothesized that the beam was a stream of charged particles that interacted with the air in the tube and caused the air to glow.
In one experiment Thomson did to test his hypothesis, he placed a pair
of charged metal plates on either side of the glass tube, as shown in
Figure 58. The plates caused the beam to deflect, or bend, from its
straight path. Thomson observed that the beam was repelled by the
negatively charged plate and attracted by the positively charged plate.
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Rutherford's Atomic Theory
When you try something new, you may have expectations about the
outcome. Does the outcome always meet your expectations or ale you
sometimes surprised? Scientists can also be surprised by the results of
their experiments, but unexpected results can lead to important discoveries. This is what happened to Ernest Rutherford (187I-I937)'

Rutherford's Hypothesis

In

1899, Ernest Rutherford discov-

that have a positive
ered that uranium emits fast-moving particles
Rutherford asked one
charge. He named them alpha particles. In 1909,
happens to alpha
of his students, Ernest Marsden, to find out what
particles when they pass through a thin sheet of gold'
mass and positive
Recall that in Thomson's model of the atom, the
on this model'
charge are evenly spread throughout an atom' Based
at any location in
Ruth"erford hypothesized that the mass and charge
an alpha particle. He
the gold *o.rl,i b. too small to change the path of
pr.Ji.t.d that most particles would travel in a straight path from their
pass
,o.,r.. to a screen that lit up when struck. Those few that did not
straight through would be deflected only slightly'

TheGoldFoilExperim€fltMarsdenusedtheequipment

particles at the
shown in Figure 7. He aimed a narrow beam of alpha
that produced
gold. The screen around the gold was made of a material
I Rurn of hght when srruck by a fast-moving alpha particle. By observ-

ingtheflash,Marsdencouldfigureoutthepathofanalphaparticle
Figure 7 The Path of an alPha

panticle can be detected bY the
ocation of a flash on a screen.
Rurtherford expected the Paths of
the positively charged alPha

particles that were aimed at the
rtlhln gold foil to be affected onlY
sl Ehtly by the gold atoms. But
nnrore particles were deflected
than expected and some Particles
i:ounced straight back.

after it passed through the gold'
did not support
Some of the locations of the flashes on the screen
than he expected'
Rutherford's prediction. More particles were deflected
90 degrees'
About one out of every 20,000 was deflected by more than
they had struck an object
Some of the alpha particles behaved as though
and bounced straight back.

Deflected
particle

lJndeflected
particle

+

Gold atoms
Beam

of

alpha
particles
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of the

Discovery
Nucleus The alpha particles whose
paths were deflected must have come close to another charged
object. The closer they came, the greater the deflection was.
But many alpha particles passed through the gold without
being deflected. From these results, Rutherford con_
cluded that the positive charge of an atom is not evenly
spread throughout the atom. It is concentrated in a
very small, central area that Rutherford called the
nucleus. The nucleus is a dense, positively charged
mass located in the center of the atom. (The plural of
nucleus is nuclei.)

Because Thomson's model

no longer explained
all the evidence, Rutherford proposed a new model.
G According to Rutherford's model, all of an atom's
positive charge is concentrated in its nucleus. The alpha
particles whose paths were deflected by more than 90 degrees
came very close to a nucleus. The alpha particles whose paths were
not bent moved through the space surrounding the nuclei without
coming very close to any nucleus.
Figure B shows the inside of the Astrodome, a domed stadium in
Houston, Texas. The roof of the stadium rises to a height of 202 feer
above the center of the field. If an atom had the same volume as the stadium, its nucleus would have the volume of a marble. The total volume
of an atom is about a trillion ( tol2) times the volume of its nucleus.

Reviewing Concepts
1.

G

What theory did Dalton propose about
the structure of matter?

O What evidence did J. J. Thomson provide
about the structure of an atom?
3. G What did Rutherford discover about the
structure of an atom?
4. What evidence did Thomson have that his
glowing beam contained negative particles?
5. Why was Dalton's model of the atom changed
2.

after Thomson's experiment?

Critical Thinking
6. Comparing and

Contrasting Explain why
scientists accepted Dalton's atomic theory but
not the idea of an atom proposed by the
Creek philosophers.

7.

Figure 8 The Houston Astrodome
occupies more than nine acres and
seats 60.000 people. lf the stadium
were a model for an atom, a
marble could represent its nucleus.
Using Analogies /n the model,

where would the marble have to
be located in the stadium to
represent the nucleus?

Drawing Conclusions lf you observed
a beam of particles being bent toward

a

negatively charged plate, what might
you conclude?

8. Relating Cause and Effect ln the
Rutherford experiment, why weren,t all
the alpha particles deflected?

ln $clence
Writing to Persuade

lmagine you live in

ancient Creece. Assume all you know about
matter is what you can observe with your five
senses. You have heard the views of both
Democritus and Aristotle about matter. Write
a paragraph supporting one of their views.
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€) What are three subatomic
particles?

A
w

What properties can be
used to compare Protons,
electrons, and neutrons?

/q

How are atoms of one
element different from
atoms of other elements?

ri

What

Reading StrategY

Vocabulary
. proton

Monitoring Your Understanding

o atomic number

.

Before

you read, copy the table. List whatyou know
ahro\.N a\orf\s and '.r.rbra\ ; ou xN orr\d \rke \o \earn '
After you read, list what you have learned.

r electron
. neulron
mass number

What I Know
About Atoms

e isotopes

What lWould
Like

to Learn

What I Have
Learned

is the difference
between two isotoPes of
the same element?

Figure 9 This 45-foot-tall steel
sculpture of a clothesPin is in
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Claes
Oldenburg made the clothesPin
in 1975 from 10 tons of steel. lf a
proton had a mass of 10 tons,
then an electron would have a
mass of about 5 kilograms.

like the ones Thomson produced create the images on many
television screens. When a beam sweeps across the screen, spots on the
screen light up in the same way the screen in the gold-foil experiment
lit up when struck by an alpha particle. In a color television, there are
three beams, one for each primary color of light-red, green' and blue.
The particles in these beams are subatomic particles'

B.u-r

Properties of Subatomic Particles
for the existence of two subatomic particles and had predicted the existence of a third particle.
G protons, electrons, and neutrons are subatomic particles.

By

1920, Rutherford had seen evidence

PfOtOnS

Based

on experiments with elements other than gold,

Rutherford concluded that the amount of positive charge varies among
elements. Each nucleus must contain at least one particle with a positive charge. Rutherford called these particles protons. A proton is a
positively charged subatomic particle that is found in the nucleus of an
atom. Each proton is assigned a charge of 1+. Some nuclei contain
more than 100 Protons.

EleCtfOnS The particles that Thomson

detected were later named

electrons. Electron comes from a Greek word meaning "amber." An
electron is a negatively charged subatomic particle that is found in the
space outside the nucleus. Each electron has a charge of t - '
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Figure 10 This table lists the
symbol, the relative charge, the
relative mass, and the actual mass
of an electron, a Proton, and a
neutron. The Model column
shows the colors used in this book
to represent the subatomic
particles. Calculating What is
the difference in actual mass
between a Proton and a neutron?

l932,the English physicist James chadwick designed
that
an experiment to show that neutrons exist. chadwick concluded
did
the particles he produced were neutral because a charged object
that
not ieflect their paths. A neutron is a neutral subatomic particle
equal
is found in the nucleus of an atom. It has a mass almost exactly
to that of a Proton'

Neutron s In

Go&nline

Comparing Subatomic Particles
neuFigure 10 summarizes some properties of protons, electrons' and
by
trJns. q3 protons, electrons, and neutrons can be distinguished
mass, charge, and location in an atom' Protons and neutrons
it would
almost the same mass. But the data in Figure 10 show that
Electrons
take about 2000 electrons to equal the mass of one proton.
of
have a charge that is equal in size to, but the opposite of' the charge
neutrons are found in
a proton. Neutrons have no charge. Protons and
have

)J[6'
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nucleus'
the nucleus, but electrons are found in the space outside the

Designing an Atomic Exhibit
You work as a volunteer at the local science
museum. You are asked to design an exhibit that
compares the size of a lithium atom to the size of
its nucleus. A lithium atom has a diameter of about
3 X 102 picometers. The nucleus of a lithium atom
has a diameter of about 5 X 10-3 picometers'
There are a trillion (1012) picometers in a meter'
Defining the Problem State the problem in
words' What decisions will you need
yorr

o*i

to make before You can Proceed?
Organizing lnformation How many times
larg-er is tfrJtitl'rium atom than its nucleus? Find
sev-eral objects that could represent the nucleus

Creating a Solution Pick one of the obiects you
measurel to represent the nucleus in your atomic
exhibit. Figure out how far away from the obiect
you would have to place a marker so that people
could visualize the relative sizes of the atom and
the nucleus.
Presenting Your Plan Write a proposalto
present to the committee that approves projects'
Tell them where you would place the nucleus and
where you would have to place the marker' Be
pr"put"d to explain why your exhibit needs the
space you are requesting'

in your exhibit and measure their diameters'
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parthe nucleus and subatomlc
Everl'thing scientists know about
do not have
particles behave' Scientists still
ticles is based o,t tto*if"
do
the inside of an atom' But they
an instrument that tu" 'ho*
on the surshow how atoms are arranged
have microscopes that can
one of
ItWorks box on page 111 describes
face of a material' The How
those microscopes'
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Fiqure 11 Each element has a
difterent atomic number' A The
number of sulf ur (5) is 16'
atomic

number of iron (Fe)
The atomic number of

i-ih" tto.ic
is 26.

c

silver (Ag) is 47.

Applying
-"iiJrt

ConcePts How manY

ire there in each atom of
'sulfun
iron, and silver?

i

I

the existence
Which scientist demonstrated
of neutrons?

Atomic Number and Mass Number
are different from the
of any element
Dalton predicted that the atoms
atomsofallotherelements.Withthediscoveryofsubatomicparticles,
those differences'
scientists were able to describe

always
The atoms of any given element
there is one
number of protons. For example,

Atomic Number

tt. same
each and every hydrogen atom'
nr"i." r" the nucieus oi
i' The
is assigned the atomic number

rr"r.

Therefore, hydrogen
equals the number of protons
atomic number of an element
in an atom of that element'
atoms with a single proton'
Hydrogen atoms are the only
different numbers of
€ Atoms of different elements have11A
is assigned atomic
shown in Figure
sulfur
;;.;r.The
has 16 protons' You can use
number 16 because a sulfur atom
elements' like names and symbols'
atomic numbers to refer to
atomic number'
each element has a unique
because
- -^rr"is balanced by a negatle
Bu.ft positive charge in an atom
an
So the atomic number of
charge because u'o*' i" neutral'
of electrons in an atom' Each
element aiso equais the number
sulfur atom has 16'
atom has one electron' Each
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h
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Mass Number The atomic number

I

aY inforin an atom' For that
mation about the number of neutrons
The
It does not give you
of protons in an atoml nucleus'

I

il

tells you the number

l

the atom's mass number'
information, you need to know
nzuis the sum of the protons and
mass number of an atom
An atom of aluminum with
trons in the nucleus of that atom'
you
has a mass number of 27 ' If
13 protons and 14 neutrons
the mass number of an atom'
know the atomic number and
subtracting'
find the number of neutrons by

fot.ur,
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with
With most.t.-ttt, it

react

in the physis hard to notice any differences

is an exception'
of their isotopes. Hydrogen
ical or chemical properties
is
(Almost ali hydrogen hydrogen-1')
Hydrogen-1 has no neutrons'

and hydrogen-3 has two neutrons'
Hydrogen-2 has one'neutron'
neutron
has only one.proton' "11:^*,i
Because a hydrogen-1 atom
in place of
contains hydiogen-2 atoms
doubles its mass' W";t; that
some
heavy water' Figure 12 compares
hydrogen-1 atoms is called
heavy water'
pi.yti*f properties of ordinary water and

Reviewing ConcePts
t) @ Name three subatomic particles'

could use to
Name three properties you
electron'
Oistinguish a proton from an
atom always
3. O Which characteristic of an
elements?
varies among atoms of different
element
4. G How are the isotopes of an
another?
one
different from
protons have in
5. What do neutrons and
common? How are theY different?

2.

O

if they contain
6. How can atoms be neutral
charged Particles?
atoms of
7. What is the difference between
7?
oxYgen-1 6 and oxYgen-1
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Critical Thinking

and Contrasting What
8.
- GomParing
have
orop"rty do protons and electrons

iltui n"ittons do not?
9.
-' Applying Goncepts Explain whVlt^i1n't

mass number
porrinf" f-o' un atom to have a '12'
of
number
of 10 and an atomic

were told
Elements ln Section 2'1' you
one type o.T
that elements contain only
"tYPe oT
atom. How would You define
atom" to account for the existence
of isotoPes?

Key ConcePts
@ Wtrat can hapPen to
electrons when atoms

gain or lose energY?

@

What model do scientists
use to describe how
electrons behave in atoms?

Vocabulary

Reading StrategY

.
r
r
r

Sequencing Copy the flowchart. After you

.

energy levels
electron cloud

orbital
electron

configuration
ground state

the most stable
configuration of electrons
in an atom?

CD what

is

read, complete the description of how a gain
or loss of energy affects atoms.

:

i

flectrons and EnergY Levels
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you ever wondered what produces the different colors tn
a fireworks display? why does one explosion produce red light
and another explosion produce green light? The people who make
fireworks know that certain compounds will produce certain
colors of iight when they are heated. For example, compounds
containing the element strontium produce red light when they
are heated. Compounds containing barium produce green light'
you have seen two things that can happen when atoms absorb
energy-an increase in kinetic energy or a phase change' But there
by
is another possibility. The energy maybe temporarily absorbed
the atom and then emitted as light. The colors in a fireworks display are a clue to how electrons are arranged in atoms'

Bohr's Model of the Atom
you may have seen diagrams of an atom that look like a solar
system with planets revolving around a sun' These diagrams are
based on a model of the atom that was developed by Niels Bohr
(1835-1962), a Danish physicist who worked for a while with
Rutherford. Bohr agreed with Rutherford's model of a nucleus
surrounded by a large volume of space' But Bohr's model did
something that Rutherford's model did not do. It focused on the
electrons. A description of the arrangement of electrons in an
atom is the centerpiece of the modern atomic model'
Figure 13 Fireworks are often displayed above the

Liricoln Memorial in Washington, D.C. The red light
was produced by a strontium compound'

j

t'-

electrons move with constant
speed in frxed orbits around the nucleus, like planets around a sun.
Each electron in an atom has a specific amount of energy. If an atom
gains or loses energy, the energy of an electron can change. The possi-

Energy Levels In Bohr's model,

ble energies that electrons in an atom can have are called energylevels.
To understand energy levels, picture them as steps in a staircase.

As you move up or down the staircase, you can measure how your
position changes by counting the number of steps you take. You might
take one step up, or you might jn-p two steps down. Whether you are
going up or down, you can move only in whole-step increments. Iust
as you cannot stand between steps on a staircase, an electron cannot
exist between energy levels.

Models of the Atom

The positive charge of the
sphere balances the negative
charge of the electrons.

The development of scientific ideas on
the structure of atoms has passed several
key milestones during the last 200 years.

Path of a

moving
electron

Sphere with

'wia

positive charge

throughout

J
a

#
!i

,&
w
Tiny,

solid
sphere

THOMSON
MODEL

RUTHERFORD

Negatively
charged particle

MODEL

(electron)

1911
18O3 John Datton
pictures atoms as

tiny, indestructible
particles, with no
internal structure.
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19O4 Hantaro

1897 J. J. Thomson, a British
scientist, discovers the electron,

Nagaoka, a Japanese

leading to his "plum-pudding"
model. He pictures electrons
embedded in a sphere of
positive electric charge.

an atom has a central
nucleus. Electrons
move in orbits like the
rings around Saturn.

physicist, suggests

that

New Zealander

Ernest Rutherford
states that an atom has
a dense, positively
charged nucleus.
Electrons move

randomly in the space
around the nucleus.

The landing at the bottom of the staircase is like the lowest energy
level in an atom. Each step up represents a higher energy level. The
distance between two steps represents the difference in energy between
two energy levels. To continue the analogy, there would need to be a
different staircase for each element because no two elements have the
same set of energy levels.
6 en electron in an atom can move from one energy level to
another when the atom gains or loses energy. An electron may move
up two energy levels if it gains the right amount of energy. An electron in a higher energy level may move down two energy levels if it
loses the right amount of energy. The size of the jrl-p between energy
levels determines the amount of energy gained or lost.

ln Sclence
Summary

Select a scientist

mentioned on the time line.
Research and write a paragraph about the scientist's
early years. What experiences
led to his interest in science?
Was he the first in his family
to be interested in science?
What subjects did he study
at school?

Electrons gain or
lose energy
when they move

between fixed
energy levels.
The nucleus
contains protons
and neutrons-

#
'W

#

iiriit.T----'-

The etectron ctoud rs
a visual model of the

probable locations of
electrons in an atom.
The

Electron
,,ffi
BOHR

r#
Nucleus

MODEL

probability of

finding an electron is
higher in the denser
regions of the cloud.
ELECTRON

CLOUD

lg24Frenchman Louis
de Broglie proposes that

1913 tn Niels
Bohr's model, the
electrons move in
spherical orbits at

Within

fixed distances
from the nucleus.

support this idea.

moving particles like
electrons have some
properties of waves.
a few years,

evidence is collected to

MODEL

1926 Erwin SchrOdinger
develops mathematical
equations to describe the
motion of electrons in
atoms. His work leads to
the electron cloud model.

1932lames

:

Chadwick, a British
physicist, confi rms the

existence of neutrons,
which have no charge.
Atomic nuclei contain
neutrons and positively
charged protons.
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Evidence

for Energy Levels \\hri or'.ie :r;e ts ihere lh;: eL;;'
car-

Scientists
trons can mo\re tiom one energ\- ler-el to antlttrier-i
ttt
rvhen electrons absorb ener$-and ntlr-e

measure the energy gained
the energ;' released u hen the
a higher energy level. They can measure
eiectron returns to a lower energy level'

Themovementofelectronsbetweenenergylevelsexplainsthelight
a form of energy' Heat proyou see when firewcrks explode' Light is
to move to higher energl'
d.r..d by the explosion causes some electrons
levels, therwhen those electrons move back to lower energy
levels.

emitenergy.Someofthatenergyisreleasedasvisiblelight.Because
levels, different elements
no two elements have the same set of energy
emit different colors of light'

-1 Reading 't
$ C[;;iip"oint

or
What determines the omount of energy gained
levels?
losr when an electron moves between energy

Electron Cloud Model
Likeearliermodels,Bohr'smodelwasimprovedasscientistsmade
energy levels to elecfurther discoveries. Bohr was correct in assigning
trons.Buthewasincorrectinassumingthatelectronsmovedlike
planetsinasolarSystem.Today,scientistsknowthatelectronsmovein
a less predictable waY'
trying to predict the
scientists must deal with probability when

locationsandmotionsofeiectronsinatoms.Anelectroncloudisa

Figure 14 When the ProPeller of
an airplane is at rest, You can see
the locations of the blades' When
the propeller is moving, You see
only a blur that is similar to a
drawing of an electron cloud'

ComParing and Contrasting

Describe one difference between
the motion of a ProPeller and the

motion of an electron.

for electrons in an atom' The
visual model of the most likeiy locations
probability of finding an
cloud is denser at those locations where the
cloud model to
electron is high. (D Scientists use the electron
around the nucleus'
describe the possible locations of electrons

Figurel4providesananalogyforanelectroncloud.Whenthepro_
the number of blades'
peller of un uitplan" is at rest, you can count
Whenthepropellerismoving,thebladesspinsofastthatyouseeonly
ablur.Youknowthatthebladesarelocatedsomewhereinthebiur'
exactly sure where
but at any specific moment in time you can't be
each blade is located.

Gomparing Excited States
Materials
fluorescent ("neon") markers, glow-in-the-dark
toy, ultraviolet (UV) lamP

Analyze and Conclude

Procedure
to draw a picture

1.

Use the fluorescent markers
on a Piece of PaPer'

2.

your
With the room darkened, observe
Do not
CAUTION,
lamp'
drawing under a UV
drawing
the
Remove
light'
toi* aiirtty ot the
again'
from under the UViight and observe it
Record Your observations'

3.

the
Observe the glow-in-the-dark toy under

light and
UV light. Remove the toy from the
observations'
your
obseive it again' Record

1.

Observing How did the glow

2.

Formulating tlypotheses

of

.the
Jitfer trom-the glow of your drawing?

toy

Use the concepts
to explain how
shtes
oigrounO utt-a .iiitta
and the toy
drawing
uv-rigr''t caused your

to glow.

3.

your
Drawing Gonclusions ln which obiect'
excited
Jrawing-or the toy, do the atoms have
to
likely
less
or
stable,
states that are more
change? ExPlain Your answer'

Atomic Orbitals
Theelectroncloudrepresentsalltheorbitalsinanatom.Anorbitalis
aregionofspaceuro.r,-'dthenucleuswhereanelectronislikelytobe
of your

an orbital, imagine a map
found. To understand the concept of
location with a dot once every
school. Suppose you mark your exact
week' The places you visit the most10 minutes over a period olone
and the irrea near your
such as your classrooms) the cafeteria'

locker-wouldhavethehighestconcentrationofdots.Theplacesyou
of dots'
visit the ieast would have the lowest concentration
Thedotsonyor,""upateamodelofyour"orbital'"Thevdescribe

yourmostlikelylocations.Thereafesomelocationsinyourorbital
the
as the principal's office or
that you may not 'ri,it tut'y *eek-such
not be represented by a dot on your
auditorium. These rocations may
model
dots:"io5T"n
map. Despite such o-irrio,t,, the
?i::::"d
orbital' @ en electron
of fro* you usually behave in your
electrons behave in
cloud is a good approximation of how

Ficrure 15 The table lists the

nr-tb"t of orbitals in the first four
energy levels of an atom' lt also
lists the maximum number of
electrons in each energY level'
lnferring How manY electrons
can be in each orbital?

their orbitals.
least energy-the
The level in which an electron has the
orbital' Higher energy
lowest energy level-has only one
Figure 15 shows the
leveis have more than one orbital.
levels of an atom'
number of orbitals in the first four energy
of electrons in an energy
Notice that the maximum number
Each orbital can contain
level is twice the number of orbitals'
two electrons at most'
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Figure 16 A gYmnast on

a

balance beam is like an atom ln
an excited state-not

verY stable'

es
%

ry-

Electron Configurations

arranged? Are they lined up neatly
How are the seats in your crassroom
A configuration is an arrangein rows, or are they grouped in clusters?
stable
Some configurations are more
ment of objects in a given space'
position
are iess likely to change' The
than others, -.u,ti"ithat they
in Figure 16 is not very stable
of the gymnast o,. ti-" balance beam
centimeters wide'
becausJ the beam is only 10
in the
is the arrangement of
-c
An electron configuration
-electrons is the
rn" most stable electron configuration
orbitals of an atom.

oneinwhichtheelectronsareinorbitalswiththelowestpossible
lowest possible
electro.ns in.an atom
energies. When
l111ht
"li;h;
be in its ground state'
en"-rgies, the atom is said to

metal with an atomic
For example, lithium is a siivery-white
lithium atom has three electrons' In
number of 3, which means that a

thegroundState,twoofthelithiumelectronsareintheorbitalofthe
is in an orbital of the second
first energy level. The third electron
energy level.

If a lithium atom absorbs enough

energy) one of its.electrons can

This configuration is referred

a higher t"*gy'
move to an orbital
is less stable than the ground
to as an excited state. An .i.it.d state
that was promoted to a higher energy
state. Eventually, the electron
returns to the ground state' Helium'
level loses energy, and the atom
states
atoms returning from excited
neon, argon' krypton, and xenon

*i;

you
to the ground state emit the light

Reviewing ConcePts

'

I

likely to
1. €D When is an electron in an atom

move from one energy level to another?
to describe
2. O What model do scientists use
nucleus?
the
around
how electrons move
3. G Describe the most stable configuration
of the electrons in an atom'
4. What did Bohr contribute to modern

n

Critical Thinking

s

A boron
6. Comparing and Contrasting
energy level
first
the
atom has two electrons in
Compare
level'
and three in the second energy
in
these
electrons
the relative energies of the

:
*

two energY levels'

ffi

t

1
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ChaPter 4

in "neon" lights'

Was Rutherford's model
Explain
of an atom incorrect or incomplete?
your answer'

Making fudgments

Apply what you know
8.
- Posing Questions
model
aboutlfrarged particles t; the modern
the
about
anything
oi ir'" uto''ti' ts ihere
that is
behavior of electrons in atoms
unexPected? ExPlain Your answer'

ln Science

atomic theorY?
represent?
5. What does an electron cloud

F

#
€

7.

see

Describing Energy Levels

Use a bookcase as

rl:l

an analogy-for the energy levels
::o^l'.';
#rlogy to write a paragraph about
Lj;.
(Hint: Reread. tne
electrons andlnergy levels'
'l
and 15')
staircase analogy on pages 1 14

il"

Assessment
Choose the letter that best answers the question or
co mplete s th e stateme nt.

1. One of the first people to state that matter
made up of atoms was
a. Democritus. b. Aristotle.
d. Rutherford.
c. Dalton.

is

2. Dalton's model of an atom is best described as
a. a solar system. b. a solid sphere.
c. a plum pudding. d. an electron cloud.
3. Who provided the first evidence that atoms

contain subatomic particles?
b. Rutherford
a. Dalton
c. Thomson

d. Bohr

4. Almost all the mass of an atom is located in its
b. electrons.
a. protons.

c. electron

cloud.

d.

nucleus.

5. An electron is a particle with
a. a negative charge, found in the nucleus.

b. a positive charge, found in the nucleus.
c. no charge, found outside the nucleus.
d. a negative charge, found outside
the nucleus.
6. Which particle is the least massive?
b. electron
a. proton
d. nucleus
c. neutron
7. All atoms of an element have the same
a. mass number. b. number of isotopes.

c. atomic

number. d. number of neutrons.

8. The number of neutrons in an atom equals the
a. mass number minus atomic number.
b. atomic number plus number of electrons.
c. mass number plus atomic number.
d. atomic number minus mass number.

I

1

1. Why must indirect evidence be used to study the

structure of atoms?
12. What evidence convinced Dalton that elements
must be made of individual particles called atoms?

13. ln Thomson's experiment, why was the glowing
beam repelled by a negatively charged plate?
14. What evidence supported Thomson's hypothesis
that the negative particles he observed camq
from inside atoms?

15. Compare the mass and volume of the nucleus to
the total mass and volume of an atom.
16. Compare the relative masses of protons,
neutrons, and electrons in an atom.
17. What is the difference between the atomic
number of an atom and its mass number?

18. lf the atomic number of an atom is 11, how
many electrons does the atom have? Explain.
19. lf an atom has an atomic number of 6 and
mass number of 14, how many protons,
electrons, and neutrons are in the atom?

a

20. What part of Dalton's theory was modified after
the discovery of isotopes?
21. Which isotope of oxygen is represented by the
drawing-oxygen-16, oxygen-1 7, or oxygen-18?
Assume that all the protons and neutrons in the
nucleus are visible in the drawing. Cive a reason

for your answer.
Electron cloud

Nucleus

ffitu

W

9. The atomic number of sulfur is 16. How many
electrons are there in an atom of sulfur-34?

a. 16
c. 18

nteractive Textbook with

assessment at PHSchool.com

eroton

b.34

fl

rue,rtron

d. s0

10. Atoms emit energy as light when
a. electrons move to a higher energy level.
b. electrons move to a lower energy level.
c. protons move to a higher energy level.
d. protons move to a lower energy level.

is the main difference between Bohr's
model of the atom and the atomic theory that
currently accepted?

22.Whal

is

23. What does it mean to say that an atom is in an
excited state?
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